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Urban hydrology studies usually require observed rainfall information of high temporal resolution (1 h or less)
(Smith et al., 2007) for derived flood frequency analysis, infrastructure design or risk assessments (Arnbjerg-
Nielsen et al., 2013). However, rainfall stations with hourly resolution are more sparse than daily rainfall stations,
and in most studies, no rainfall information is available at subdaily resolution.

There are different solutions to address the problem of rainfall temporal downscaling such as the point
process theory (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1987) or assuming some temporal scaling behavior of the rainfall statistics
(Marani and Zanetti, 2007). However, while in the first approach it is advisable to include the subdaily rainfall
properties in the calibration process to improve the quality of the simulated synthetic subdaily rainfall series
(Cowpertwait et al 1996), the second one is only appropriate for specific rainfall regimes or climates.

The goal of the present work is to provide subdaily rainfall series at locations where only daily rainfall se-
ries are available. Our work extends the methodology carried out by Beuchat et al., 2011 to other climatic regimes.
The methodology is based on seeking relationships between target subdaily rainfall statistics and available
predictors, including daily rainfall statistics and large-scale atmospheric variables. Then the predicted subdaily
statistics are included in the calibration process to improve the skill of the point process models to simulate
synthetic subdaily series.

As a result, we validate the skill of the methodology in other climatic regimes and also, in order to im-
prove the results, we tests different regression methods and reanalysis databases. The results show the power of
the methodology to simulate synthetic subdaily rainfall series.
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